Contact your local hearing care professional:
17465 15555-10371/06.19

Connect to the things
that matter most†

A wide range of
wireless possibilities†
Award-winning Oticon Opn
Winner of the prestigious CES Award and 14 other
US and international awards for technology,
innovation, and design.
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styles with 2.4 GHz. Effect and availability of features varies with hearing
device style and prescription. Consult your hearing care professional to find the
right style for your needs.

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Android, Google Play, and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.
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What you’ll hear
with our new
hearing device

What
they’ll see

Oticon Opn™ the first hearing device
that revolves around you

Oticon Opn Custom:
Options to fit your lifestyle

When you have hearing loss, fewer sounds reach
your brain – so it has to work harder to make sense
of them. This is especially true when sounds come
from different directions.

The Oticon Opn family continues to expand, with a
comprehensive range of custom styles that includes
our smallest hearing device ever: the new IIC
(Invisible-In-The Canal). All new styles feature
our groundbreaking technology.†

But with Oticon Opn, you can hear what you want
to hear, even in complex listening environments
like restaurants or large gatherings. Opn processes
sounds 50 times faster‡, giving your brain total
access to the sounds around you. Because it works
in harmony with your brain, it puts you – not your
hearing device – in charge of which sounds you
focus on.
‡

• Elegant design
• Superior comfort
• Five “In-The-Ear” styles, including the invisible IIC
•A
 variety of “Behind-The-Ear” styles to match
your needs and preferences
†

Effect and availability of features varies with hearing device style
and prescription. Consult your hearing care professional to find
the right style for your needs.

Compared to Inium Sense

Oticon’s smallest
hearing aid ever

Savor every sound
the way it’s meant to be heard
The latest research shows how effectively Oticon
Opn can help you interact with multiple speakers
while significantly reducing your listening effort.*
This empowers you to participate actively in
the same noisy environments as people with
normal hearing** – even places you’ve found too
demanding in the past. With Oticon Opn, you can
focus on being part of the conversation instead
of straining to understand.
*LeGoff, Beck. Oticon white paper. 2017
**Jensen, J. Oticon white paper. 2018

To find out more about what Oticon Opn can do for you,
talk to your hearing care professional today.

